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IN'l'RODUC'l'ION

Since 1911", at ";fhichtime, the age hardening phenomenon of dura.lumin was discovered

by lI'ilm, much re-

search has been carried on investigating
alloy systems.
ening

the various

The successful upplicati n of age hard-

to the copper alu inum ey s t em (duralumin) has in-

dicated the possibility of hardening practically

all

the metals in the same i.ay.
'I'he formation

alpha range, in

of a solid solution \'i th a variable
lch the solute becomes more soluble at

hig er temperatures,

1s a necessary cendi tion.

saturated solid solution 110'111
rsult
the hocogeneous
temperature

by q enchinp. from

"1 he f1.eld. Heat tr_atlng at

in this heterogeneous

ute to be precipitated

.. super-

lOiVer

field causes the sol-

out of solution in fine sub icro-

scopic particles dispersed along the pIa es of slip.
t.ith t

ie se

factors in mL d , the purpose of this
0

thesis i' to in esti ate the precipitation
ening of nickel by a smnil

c1dition of boron.

of the heat treatment on such

n alloy

and the best agOng t11e and temperature
• ined.

or t11s re~earch

or age hard-

n ~lloy of

per cent boron and ninety-nino
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rcent

JaB

Toe effect

to be studied

as to be deterpproxi ately one
.ickel

as pre-

pared, given a homogeneizing

anneal, quenched and then

heat treated at different t emper-atur es ,
of the alloy was then measured
in time - temperature

The hardness

and the results plotted

- hardness grephs, sho lng the

changes in hardness with the time and temperature
heat treatment.

The inorease in hardness

the result of the precipitation
If there was sufficient
composit1ons

of

is probably

of nickel boride.

time, alloys of different

would be studIed 1n the same method.

would then give some relationship

This

between the boron

content and the hardness obtained by heat treating.
Little or no research
has been done.

has never been determined.

most of the research was carried on 1n

might be called, " a cut and try method".
chosen for investigation

hat

The alloy

might lie in the heat treat-

able range or if the composition
10

problem

The phase diagram of the nickel boron

system, to my knowledge,
Therefore,

on this particular

1s too high or too

in boron it may lie totally outside that ran e.
The alloys made were quite hard, even after being

annealed,

and as adequate equipment for dra ing or hot

working was lacking, only hardness measurements
made.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

VIi thin recent years

metallurgist's

OF .AGE HARDENING

it has become evident that the

power to improve the properties

of metals

by heat treatment 1s far greater than it was formerly
supposed to be.

Although a few alloys were

which respond favorably
it was generally

arly known

to heat treatment, notably steel,

oonsidered

that the mechanical

prop-

erties of most metals and alloys could be favorably altered only by mechanical

working and annea11ng,

of limited applicability

only.

operations

The few isolated oases

which were known of alloys hardenable

by thermal treat-

ment alone were deemed to be the metallurgical

gifts ot

good fortune.
Today, in consequence
ot the phenomenon

of our better understanding

generally known as "age-hardening",

we are familiar with many alloys which are hardenable
by heat treatment alone. including those of all the
common ductile metals.
exaggeration

In fact, it is possible not an

to say, quite contrary to our older con-

ception. that hardenable

~lloys may be the rule rather

than the exception among alloy systems.
There is a very large group of alloy systems, bardenable by heat treatment,

over

-3-

hich today the metal-

1

lurgist may fairly be said to exercise some degree of
domination.

It is that group which is subject to what

has rather loosely been oalled "dlspersion-hardenlng"~
rtprec1pltat10n"hardenlng
hardening"

or sometimes merely "age-

and. which might more generally

"supersaturated-solid-solution
Age-hardening

be called

harden1ng".

of this sort occurs only in alloys

of the solld solution type, of whioh the structural and
phase relations

are now fairly well understood.

alloy must oontain a hardenln
or metallic

constituent,

hardening

be it metal

compound ..of which the ~01ubll1ty

base alloy at hi her temperatures
const1tuent

and rapidly cooled or quenched
supersaturated

During the process of decomposit10n

this unstable solution,
intermediate

in the

with respect to the

to 10 er ones Is, at these te peratures.
and unstable.

The

of

ocour1ng gr dually at lower or

temperatures,

the alloy age-hardens.

The results of important researohes

carried out

within the past decade have raised some question as to
whether

the simple theory of "dispersion-hardening"

8S

(1)*
originally

proposed by

erica, Waltenberg

and Scott is

adequate to explain all of the physical phenomena
served during the hardening

process.

cent research and discussion,

r,~uchof this re-

although centering upon

(l)*- Refer to b1blio raphy
-4-

ob-

"

the age-hardening

of duralumin,

is nevertheless

nent to and typical of dispersion-hardening
generally,

and 1t well merits

'l'hetour prlnoipal

the original

teaturesof

because of the solubility-temperature
constituent

constituent
prec1pitat10n

1s CuAl2,

1n aluminum,
(3) hardening

of this oonst1tuent

than that of atomic dispersion,
dispersed
(4)

molecular,

the harden1ng

ad to be related
indicated

systems

closest attention.

e.lumin theory were these: (1) age-harden1ng

hardening

perti-

colloidal

dur-

is poasible

relet1 n of the
(2) the harden1ng
is caused by the

in some torm other
and probably

or crystalline

in .fine
form, end

effect of CuAl2 in aluminum was deellto its particle

size in the manner

by the graph in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1
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The optimum

effeot upon the hardness

of aluminum

to be sxar'ted when the CuAl2 was 01'1t-

ras considered
r..
i

1cally dispersed

in the form",of particles

having an

sv-erage l1near size lyi.ng somewhere between that of
-5
atoms and that of about 10
em,., ,ccording to this
I
~'i-,

~

"

theory, hardening 1s due to th'e increasing hardening
effectiveness

whereas

of particles

of size greater

than atoms,

sof't,en1ng i s due to the decrease

subsequent

in

.(~.

the number of hardening

size lnoree.s'6s.
Fraenkel

part i'oles,available, as their

,

was the 'first to raise obje~tions

-.

simple "dispersion"
oovery that, although
alumin decreases

theory ,0,0.11s
attention
,
the electrical

temperatures.

resistivity

increases

of dur-

during the aging

l.t was not in accord

our simple knowled.ge of the electrical
solid solutions

to his dis-

during aging at higher temperatures

(100 to 250 C), it actually
at ordinary

to the

itb

pr-opert Les of

that tbeir resi$t,ivi ty should increase

with decrea.sing concentration.
('

He was

the meohanism

the first to suggest the possibility that
of age-hardening

might be essentially

different

at room temperatures

from that at higher ones

(150 to 250 C.) and thet it might be homogeneous
nature; namely,.that

the hardening

-6-

reaction

in

might ooour

!'

I

wholly within the single phase-aluminum
and without any prec1pitation

of e. second phase.

There can be no question.

in view of evidence put

forth,that at higher temperatures
alUminum alloy is accompanied
of crystal11ne

solid solution

age-hardening

of copper

by the actual precipitation

particles of CuA~2 in fine dispersion.

and that, therefore, age..,hardening can and does occur in
~,

,

~
.

aluminum a.lloys substantially

in aecordance

simple views origina.lly proposed.

S1milarly it appears

probable that even at room temperature
magnesium-silicon-aluminum
Pfecipitation

ith the

age..,hardening of

alloy is acoompanied

of some separate ph~se. probably

by the
B2Si,

but there may be some doubt as to whether this preoipitate is of wholly crystalline

char cter.

On the other hand, the evidenoe appears very can
vinc1ng that during the age-hardening

of copper-aluminum
.',

alloys at temperatures

below 150 C. no precipitation

in the ordinary sense takes place, of discreate crystalline particles of CuA12.
ening 1" substantially

At these temperatures

hard-

completed before any such precip-

itation 'occurs, and we must aocept the conclusion
age-hardening

that

in this elloy and in the super-saturated-

solution alloys generally may also occur in con~equence
of some structural alteration
preCipitation

other than that of the

at excess solute.
-7-

...........

,
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Attention
age-hardening

han been called to the universality
and to the faot that potentially

today in pos1tion to develop age-hardening
almost base composition

we please.

we are

alloys upon

That we have been

able to realize this promise is generously

demonstrated

.by the long and imposing list of age-hardenable
It is evidently not too diffioult

of

alloys.

to develop age-hard ..

ening in alloys.
We are not; however. always able to develop in .
such alloys preoisely

"

those properties

nor eve~ the properties

hieh

e desire,
.',

-.'

r.

.

"hioh might be exp~oted of them.

For reasons whioh are still .largely obsoure, the hardening constituents

of many alloys do not cooperate with

the base metal to the·best advantage
of improved mechanical
ly such relations

properties.

0

Let us examine br1ef-

as appear to exist between age-ha=d-

ening response and the charaoter
its t

in the dev~lopment

oomponents-solvent

of the alloy system and

and solute.

In the first place, it is interest1ng

to realize

that the increaaes of hardness and of stren th, possible
in such alloys through age-harden1n
same order of magnitude
cold working.

, are often of the

as those obteined by substantial

This reflects

the faots in both cases

(1) that those increases are secured throu h the inter-

-8-

vent10n of obstruotion

to slip or deformation,

and (2)

that there is a limit set to the extent of such increases in both cases by the same basic characteristics
of the parent lattice.
same properties

We oannot normally secure the

in a soft base metal or alloy as in a

harder one, whether by cold working or by dispersion

-

'!,ll."

hardening.
Yet we are not able in some instances ever to approach this limit, whereas
considerably

tho hardness values of the fully cold-work-

ed base metal.

Thus, the hardness of aluminum oan be

increased from about
or

in others v.e aotually surpass

eo

to 110 Brinell with either CuA12

g2Si hardener, whereas with either silicon or mag-

nesium it is not possible to increase the Brinell hardness by more than 10 to 15 points.
iron-copper

age-hardening

during age-hardening

In the 1 per eent

alloys, the hardness increase

amounts to about 20 pOints only,

whereas the 2.5 per oent beryllium-copper

alloy may be

hardened to about 400 Brinell, a value considerably
excess of that of COld-rolled

copper (about 100).

There is thus, even within the limitations
by the character

imposed

of the host lattice itself, a oonsider-

able degree of individuality
character1stics

in

about the age-hardening

of alloy systems, the precise reasons

-9-

for whuch we have difficulty in understanding.
optimum development

of age-hardening

of course; (1) when the hardening
hard or, more accurately,
preventing

is to be expected,

constituent

effective

The

is itself

in resisting

or

slip, (2) when the volume of the segregated

constituent

is large and (5)

hen the growth and coa-

lescence of the segregated: particles may be arrested
in their early stages, yielding'a

fine rather than a

coarse dispersion.
The hardening
hardening

constituent

in most of the good age-

alloys is itself considerably

harder than the

base metal, and one can hardly eacape the oonolusion
that hard constituents
purpose.

However,

cases substantial
paratively

are generally desirable for this

they are not necessary,
age-hardening

soft constituents.

1s achieved with comThe 7.5 per cent copper-

silver alloy, for example, is substantially
by the precipitation

and in some

hardened

of copper solid solut10n,

hioh is

itself quite soft; the hardness and: strength of such an
alloy may be increased from 60 to 120 Brinell and from
about 17 to 24 tons per square inch, respectively.
comparatively

soft compound, AuCu in the 50 atomic per

cent gold-copper
and strong

The

system, renders the alloy quite hard

hen present in dispersed

-10-

or other forms

resulting trom precipitation

and aging at intermediate

temperatures.
The behavior of these alloys emphasizes a most important aspect of age hardening,
by Archer and by Mehl.

which was pOinted o~t

The potency of a hardenIng con-

stituent need not depend wholly upon its average· mechanical properties

but1s

primarily determined

iveness of its dispersed

particles

by the effect-

in r.sistlng

or pre-

venting slip in their host latti'ce. This in'turn may
be greatly dependent upon their shape and upon their
crystallographic

orientation

with respect to this lattice,

as well as upon theiT intrinsic hardness.
such as those byehl
tallogr~phlc

and hi.s associates

character of precip1tation

Investigations
into the crys1thln solid

solutions must yield us greater insight into -the true
nature of age~hardening.
The amount of the precipitated
determined

primarily

likewise important;

as

by the solubility relations,

is

other things being equal, large volumes

of dispersed precipitate
than small ones.

constituent,

w11l harden more effectively

In the 50 atomic per cent gold-copper

system the softness an~ relative ineffectiveness

of the

hardening phase is partly balanced by 1ts large

ount.

No doubt this s9rt of oompensation

-11-

is generally

po sible.

rartly because of their ere~ter volume per atom of the
hardening element, lardening constituents

containi g a

large proportion of atoms of the host lattice are usually .ore effective
er atoms;

<)

than those consisting

per cent of copper precipi tat.ing as cu 12
" for ex

is more effective in hardening alumi
than

2

wholly of stran(-

per cent of precipitated

pIe,

"'111con.

It is likely that there are other reasons why suoh
constituents

often are more eff'ective "hardeners" than

others, particularly

in the cases of homogeneous

hardening alloys; reasons 1ntimately reI
mechanism of formation, segregation
such particles

t

d to the

nd orient tion of

in the host La t t i ce,

It m1ght be opportune at thi

or "kno~

,.

point to revie

so e-

at briefly tIe Dlip interference W cor 0 the h rd.
(2)*
eniD£ of stals as advanced by Jeff 1 ~ nd ~~cher.
~etals ove their herdness nnd strenet
tive forces between their

a t.on;s ,

to the attrac-

hny pern:anent deforn:.a-

tion of n metal involves ch naos in the relative
of some of the a. t.oms J .an d therefore the breakin
arily at least, of some intern t.omt c "bon
of any material,

osltioLS
, tempor-

" .. 'lhe rupj;ure

v~ether with or \ ithout pc

anent defor-

mation, also involves the bre kin~ of 1nterato ic bond.
'he greatest

po sible

at rial can

e istance that

(2)* ~ efsr to bi l10fr
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y

frer

• i

to deformation
interatomic

or rupture 1s the summation of all the

bonds on a plane through the speclmen norm-

al to the stress, a. summation

hl0h may for convenience

be termed the "absolute cohesion" of the material.
Actually

such a summation of forces never is realized.

and its tote1 1s more than sufficient
strength of the strongest alloys.

to acoount for the

Rupture a1 ays takes

place by degrees, and the breaking of atomic bonds 1s
not simultaneous.

The tensile strength of a material

therefore represents

t.hemaximum number of atomic bonds

\

i

that come into play simultaneously

during the test, and

since the elastio limit usually comes at lower stress,
it represents

a still smaller percentage

of the absolute

cohesion,
Metals are crystalline
ed in definite and repeating
of atomic arrangement
weakness,

and are built up atoms arrangpatterns.

The regularity

gives rise to certain planes of

or low resistance

to shearing stress.

hen

an external load produces a shearing stress on such a
plane which exceeds the resistance
shear on that particular
takes place.
to each other.

of the crystal to

plane, fracture of the crystal

The fragments formed mny or may not adhere
If they do not, the failure of the crys-

tal is complet~, and it 1s said to be brlttle.

-13-,

The plane

of weakness

is

then known

in the useful metals,

generally,

adhere and merely
resul

t

as a e Leavage

plane

~

tor e

the orystal fragments

glide or "slip" over eaoh other.

The

of eueh- ,slip, repeated. on many planes, 1s u meas ....

urable perma'nent deformation;
and the planes of weakness

the crystal 1s ductile"

are .oalled "sllp planes".

The first ap:pr.eo1a'bleformation
marks the beginning

of slip planes

of plastic deformation

fore the passing of the elast10 limit.
to permanent

deformation,

and propagation

The resistance

which 1s a general measure

of hardness and strength, represents
beginning

and there-

of

lip.

resistance
Anyth1ng

to the

that serves

to hinder slip 1s source of strength and hardness.
hardening

The

and strengtheni.ng of metals by any of the

known methods may be considered
interference

as due prinoipally

with slip.

Ordinary pieces of metal are aggregates
crystalline

to

grains of different

of many

orientations.

Bet eem

the grains there must exist metal of disordered

atomio

arrangement.

Whether or not this boundary metal possesses

the perfectly

random arrangement

the "vitreous

amorphous"

of atoms demand d for

cement of Beilby, it appears

to possess the fluid oharaoteristics
stanoes.

At low temperatures

it furthermore

-14MONTANA C

L

or

BUTTE

of amorphous

r:"U'?3 L"

sub-

possesses

great, hardness

and stren,gth. doubtless

absenoe of potential
In an aggregate
entation,
ness.

because of the

slip planes.
of many grains of different

there cannot be any continuous

The appl1cation

planes extending

ori-

plane of weak-

~f a load cannot produce any slip

entirely across the seotion. as 1n the

case of the single grain.

When slip takes place in any

one grain it cannot continue without change of direction
,

,

into adjacent grains because,
stances, the potential
do not register.

except in very rare in-

slip planes of adjacent grains

The permanent

deformation

is thus resisted at the grain boundaries
of the planes of low cohesion,
grained metals,

of the metal

by the disregistry

and especially

in fine-

by the specif1c hardness of the amorphous

cement, which itself is due to an absence of planes of
weakness.

The result is an increase

1n elastic limit,

hardness and strength.
It 1s a general rule that metals are hardened and
strengthened

by the add1t10n of elements

in them to form solid solutions.
structure

of solid solutions

hich dissolve

Our knowledge

of the

is quite li ited, but from

the results so far ont.af ned it seems that the atoms of
the solute replace those of the solvent

1thout sub-

stantial change 1n the space lattice of the latter, up

-15-

to the lim1 t of the first or "alpha" solution in case
of limited solubility,
solutions.

or the first of

This oonolusion

8

series of solid

is based upon studies of

alloy series in which the components
ic volumes, and somewhat different

have similar atom-

conditions may be ob-

tained when this criterion is violated.

There is good

reason to believe, however.

that in all cases solid

solutions are characterized

by the atomic dispersion

of

their components.
When an intermetalllc

compound forms and dissolves

in one of the component metals,

it is commonly consider-

ed to go into solution as such.

For example, austenite

is generally held to be a solution in gamma iron or iron
carbide rather than of elementary carbon, this implies
that distinct moleoules

of iron carbide are dispersed

in gamma iron.
I

The essential pOint is that the dispersion
com onents in a solid solution

of the

is certainly atomic in

many eases and probably atomic in all cas-es ,

The in....

creased hardness and strength are therefore traceable
directly to increased interatomic

forces, the attraction

bet een unlike atoms being in general greater than
bet een like atoms.

-16-

The structural

constituents

1n alloys which possess

the grea.test specific hardness and strength are the inter ....
metallic

compounds and non-metallic

compounds such as

oxides.

The structure of lntermetallio

compounds

is less

known than that of solid ,solutions, in as much as the
atomic arrangement

has not been worked out.

It bas long been recognized

tbat the presence of a

hard and strong oonstl tuent .1n an alloy may strengthen
1t by opposing the flow or slip, of the weaker constituent.

Just as slip 1s opposed at the grain boundaries

of a pure metal by the change in orientation,

it may

be opposed to a st11l greater extent if the material
at the grain boundary'possesses
different

orientation

This mechanism
as "obstruction

in addition to Its

a specifically

of hardening,
pr1noiple",

forcement of a oontinuous

greater hardness.

which has been described
refers particularly

to rein-

duotile matrix by gra1ns of

a stronger constituent wh1ch are similar 1n size to
the grain of the matr1x.
strengthened

The grains of the matrix are

by external support.

It has recently be-

oome evident that metals can be hardened to a st11l
greater degree by a hard substance dispersed
particles

ithin the grains.

-17-

a

fine

Following

are some of the more important

reached by Jeffries
1.

and Aroher;·

Any struotural

oondition which interferes with

slip of the planes of weakness
and hardness ·01' the metal.

increases

the strength

Furthel"Il1ore
t
every kno n

method of hardening metals OM be referred
principle
"

.

.'

2.

to this

of "slip l,nterferenoe."
In a pure metal the mo.st simple source of in-

oreased hardness
slip interference
different

oonclusions

1s grain ref,inement. whioh introduoes
at the grain boundaries

orientations

due to the

of the adjaoent grains, and es-

peoially in flne gra1ned metals,

to the disorganized

or amorphous metal between the gra,ins.
3.

Cold-working

the fragmentation

introduces

slip interference

by

ot the grains and the produotion

of

amorphous metal.
4.

Slip within grains is opposed by the presence

of a strong constituent

at the grain boundary,

that it the strong const1tuent

is brittle,

providing

its shape

and size are not such as to lead to effective

eakness

due to eccentricity.
5.

Effeotive hardening

is obtained by slip inter-

ference within the grains, due to the presence of hard
constituents

uniformly

distributed

-18-

in the form of very

tine particles.·
6,. It 1s not necessary

that the hard cons t i,tuent

possess greet a.dhes1.onto the matrix.
7.
produces

Increase

in the amount of dispersed

increased hardness.

substance

but the brittleness

also

inoreases. so that there 1s a limit to the useful hardness and strength
8~

that oan be obtained.

Corresponding to the maximum hardness at critical

dispersion,

there is a minimum

-19-

in ductility.

During recent years so e research

as been carried

on to determine the effect of small additions of boron
to cast iron.

A study me made of a series

f nine

cast irons .hicb were made in ano.ll elec tric furnaces.
Boron was introduced by a 10 per cent ferroboron.

.Much

boron was lost when melting in the arc type furnace
under a slag deoxid.'l
zed wi ttl ground 'wood charcoal; recoveries .ere better in a small hiBh frequency furnace
using a slag of molten silica and glass.
alloys ranged fro

Boron in the

zero to one per cent; other a1em nts

:ere reasonably constant and about:

total carbon .•5

per cent, silicon 1.5 per cent, nancaneoe 0.45 per cent,
suLptnrr 0 .•
01 per cent, and phoap ..
orous 0.05
In the first serie

e1'cent.

of cast1nf,B so L·de that the

boron-free iron lad a cb111 1/8 inc

de~p, ber

little effect until it cxcee cd C.l Der cent.

1

Lod

lo~ever,

a composition of O.~ per cert boron pruducod a one inc
chill.

It was found th t when the boron cont nt reach-

ed 0.4 per cent the test c stine

G

entirely 'hite.

~'1croscopic exarination of these s d~les shoryedno
unusual features,
provisional

s might be expected fro

tructural diagra.
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ann's

e an lYSis 1 y

1th-

in the region where the ferrite oontained

some boron

in solid solution and the carbide contained
(FeBE) in solid solution.
like ordina.ry cementite

11he oomplex carbide etched

in boiling sodium picrate.

Boron does have an observable
graphite;

some boride

the amount determined

effect on the free

chemically

carbon steadily decz-eaees with increasing

as graphitic
boron and

under the microscope

the number of particles

length and thickness

of the filament decrease.

when the percentage
filaments

and the
Again.,

of boron rner eaeee , the gr'aphf te

tend to accumulate

ution being particularly

in 0010n1es,

this distrib-

ma.rked in the cast iron con-

taining 0.18 per cent of boron, which has reduced the
graphitic

carbon from an original 2.7 to 1.25 per cent.

Graphitization

of these white irons

as studied,

and some interesting

data secured concerning

point or"Ao anomaly"

of oementite

the Currie

at about 400 F.

creasing amounts of boron raised this temperature;

Inat

0.3 per cent boron it is 450 F., at 0.65 per cent it

is 500 to 575 F., and at one per cent boron it is 575
to 625 F.

The rate of graphitization

may. be inferred

by the ohanges in the amplitude

of the Aorange during

repeated

if boron 1s less than

heatings and coolings;

0.2 per cent these changes are what
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lould normally be

expected ,in a boron ..free iron.

~ith higher boron', how-

ever, the Ao changes' are stabilized after the first
heating oycle, indioating a constant amount of cementite ..
that lsto

say, higher boron has a marked restrain on

the decomposition
Hardness

of cementite,

cbanges after annealing

with these conclusions.

cycles agreed

Graphitization

cent boron was practically

of the 0.3 per

finished wlthone

cycle, the

hardness hav1ng dropped from 635 to 205 Brinell; after
four cyoles the 0,65 per cent boron iron dropped from
635 to 284 Brinell; the iron with one per cent boron
softened only to 436 Brinell,
"

on further reheatings

ith practically

after the second.

no action

In the range

of boron contents studied by the investigators,

this

element does not appear to etfeot the temperature
which growth accompanied
Hardness

by graphitization

at

occurs.

induoed by boron vas studied in the first

series of oastings described at the outset.

Brinell

hardness of the chill increased directly with the boron
content from 520 for the boron-free
the 0.4 per cent boron iron.
creased proportionately,

Center hardneos also in-

190 for the gray iron, boron

free, up to 502 for the all-white
per cent boron.

iron to 625 for

iron oontaining 0.4

'bear strength increased
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rom about

30.000 psl. for boron free to 45,000 psi. for 0.2 per
cent boron; statio transverse

strength from 140,000 to

200,000 for the same limits; Youngts modulus from
12,000,000

to 22,000,000

held rather constant
dropped

psi,

Deflection

at rupture

to 0.1 per cent boron, but then

sharply_

Chemical

analysis

ls difficult

finally adopted was suggested

and the method

by the Creusot laboratory.

The sample was dissolved
neutralized

in-dilute H2S04, the solution
and a mixture of alcohol and glycerine add-

ed •. This forms a glyoero-boric

oomplex which 'is titrat-

ed with 0.1 tl caustic soda. with a phthalein
The caustic soda solution 1s standardized

indicator.

against a

solution of borax treated 1n the same way.
The conclusions

emerging from these tests on boron

cast irons may be Qrlefly summarized:
1.

As had previously

hibits the graphitization
solidifying,

been ind1cated,

boron in-

of cast irons when they are

and acts as an energetio

hitener of the

structure.
2,

Baron s1milarly opposes graphitization

during

anneal ng, by slowing do:vn the speed of decomposition
of the cementite,
temperature

but it does not appear to affect the

of ,inoipient graphitization.

at least in

the range of boron contents studied by the investigators.

z.

temo
pera.ture--a result whioh conr i rme to the e.xistence of the
Boron uniformly

and rapidly raises the

compkex cemenvt te(Fe(lC-Fe

B) ..
,2
of boron raises

v

4.
properties

small amount
(hardness,

transverse and shear strengtb}

of gray east irona ..but reduces
deformation

the mechanical

their capacity for

(defleotion).

Some investigation

baa also been made on 10 -

carbon steels to ~h1ch have been added varying amounts

at hlgh-m.eta:111c boride crY.8taI8. Boron
have long been recognized
the physioal properties

and borides

for their ability to influenoe

ot base metals, and this ne

hi h-metellic, boride crystal 1s applicable

to all the

any known uses of borOll and borides and" in addition,
a

ide range of additional applicatIons.
For example.
hen introduced

8

10 per cent mixture of the crystals,

into a melt of low-carbon

produce a very dense grained alloy
of 682 Brinell as it 1s cast, and
to machinable

hieh has a

111

ardness

hleh may be anlealed

softn~ss and then hardened

its cast hardness.

steel,

to approxi ately

'urthermore. it is claimed that

such an alloy possesses an inherent strength and res1stance to both abrasion and corrosion far beyond that ot
hardened steel~
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Another metal formed with these orystals;
ing of approximately

consist-

15 per oent cl'ystals and the bal ...

anoe pure nickel. has a hardness of about 590 Brinell
and is praotically

impervious

to the aotion of hot or

cold dilute or ooncant,rated solutions
or hydrocholrlc

acids.

of either sulphuric

It 1s only slightly attacked

by nitric acid •
.ith approximately

10 per cent of the above-men-

tioned nickel alloy and the balance pure copper, a
relatively

hard alloy is produced whioh has all the

abrasive resistance

of earburized

or hardened steel

and muoh more corrosive resistance
It is apparent

than pure ·copper.

that these mentioned

only touoh on the possibilities
an alloying substanoe.

applications

of this new crystal as

By using various proportions

of the crystals with iron, steel, oopper or nickel a
range of alloys 1s possible whj.ch has unique physioal
properties

and broadly spread uses.

they all possess resistanoe
abrasion.

Allot

In a general way

to heat, corrosion and

them may be ground to a highly pol-

ished surface, they all have a dense solid crystalline
structure,
hardness
according

imparting resistanoe
that mayor

to fracture,

may not be reduoed

to the base metal used.
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and a

by annea11ng

AlLl these alloys may bacsst
tions wi thout gates or risers
all of them ma.y be utilized

J

in thin or thick sec-

but more important still.

as eaat -on metals..

they may be used to east a shell or section
a base metal part,

That is,

on or about

and the' east-on metal will bond wi th

and adhere to the base or parent metal as if it were
built up of w~ldlng rod deposit.
Two faoulties
thlsexoellent

in partioular

seem to deoount

casting charaoteristio.

for

The boride con-

tent keeps the fluid :metal clean and free of slag, and
along with that pur1fy1ng
contain1ng

'effeot" imparts

to 'the boride

a110.y a tena~c1ous a:fflnity for base metals.
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EXPF..RU1:ENT AL WORK

The f1rstproblem
ducing pure boron.

t.o be overcome was that of pro-

Th1.s element does

not occur in na-

ture in the free state_ but 1s found combined with hydrogen and oxygen, forming boric or boracic acid, B(OH)3_
and 1ts salts.

Of these the la ttar i.8 the most impor-

tant.
The name borax 1s found in the writings of the
Latin Geber and other alc.hemlsts.
doubtful whether they understood

by the word the sub-

stance which we now denote by it.
was known conoerning
for a long time.

It is, however.

Nothing satisfactory

the chemical nature of this salt

Homberg first prepared boric ac1d

from borax in the year 1702, and he termed it sal sedat1vum; for he was unacquainted
of the acid.

with the composition

It was not till 174'7-8 that Baron sho -

ed in two memoirs read before the, French
borax wass

compound of salsedativum

the establishment

of the Lavoisierian

,cademy that

and soda.

fter

system the name

boracic acid was given to sal sedativum. and it

as

then assumed that this acid contained an unkno n element. for the isolation of which
r

Gay-Lussac

and Thenard,

as

e are indebted to

ell as to Davy
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ho about

the year 1808 obtained

elementary

boron.

Boron ocours in two allotropic
amorphous

modifications:

and crystalline.

Amorphous

boron was obtained

by Gay-Lussaa

heating boron triox1de Ba03 (obtained

by

by the ign1tlon

of boric acid), with potassium

in an iron tube.

may also be obtained

ten parts of coarsely

powdered

by mixing

boron trioxide

ing the mixture

with six parts of sodium, bring-

Into a crucible

ness, and covering

already heated to red-

it w1th a layer of powdered

chloride previously

It

sodium

well drie:d. As soon as the reaction,

wh1ch is very violent has subslded.

the mass is stirred

with an iron rod until all the sodium has been oxidized,
and then carefully
drochloric

poured into water acidified

acid.

The soluble salts dissolve

water, whilst· the boron remains behind a
brown powder.

This is then colleoted

it must be very carefully

with hyin the

an insoluble

on a filter, and

dried, as it 1s easily oxid-

ized and may take r1re~
The boron obtained

in this way is impure, and a

similar product 1s got when boron tr10xide
ith magnesium

powder.

nesium 1s probably
is decomposed·by

In this case a boride of mag-

formed of the formula

aoids.

1s heated

The product
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B2B ,
5

whioh

left after this

treatment,

however, still contains

about 5 per cent of

magnesium ,and about one per oent of hydrogen;
aJ.so found in boron prepe,red
is

probably

by means of scd

hlch is

rura, and

in the form of a solid hydride.

present

In preparIng the boron for this

work I used the

follo ing :method.• The 13 0
as obtained by dehydrating
2 3
common boric acid.. lJ.'his is a. glassy-like product and
As .B 0 has a tendency
2 3

hard.

1s very

to take on ?later

from the air. 1 t nrus,tbe held in a desiccator.

parts ot boron trioxide

placed

in

G. COllllI!on

'as exceedingly

minutes

consists

at a bright red heat.

violent
after

and the cruc1ble

it had subsided.

of boron, aocompanied

borate,

In order to remove the last portions

The reaotion

The product,

by magnesium

the borate and the greater

~as then

was re oved

is treated with .dilute hydrochloric

dissolves

residue

mixed and
This

fire olay crucible.

placed in the muffle

a fa

(90 grams) and one part mag-

(30 grams) were intimately

nesium powder

Three

'hich

boride, and
acid

hloh

part of the boride.
of the boride the

was then fused with borax and again treated

hydrochloric

aCid"

This was done tWice, and leaves

ith
the

boron oontaining only traces of Silicon, iron, and Jagnesium.

I then treated

the boron with hydrofluoric

acid in order to remove the silicon.
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\

Tbe p:res.enoe of n1 tride of boron in the final
product can only be avoided by carrying
ing in an atmosphere

of hydrogen

mixture in a crucible

out the heat-

or by placing

lined with titanic acid.

was employed in preference

latter precaution

the

somewhat more difficult

The

to the

proceedul"® needed for a. hy-

drogen atmosphere.
Amorphous boron

is

a. chestnut ...
br own powder

specific gra.vity 2.45., It 1s Infusibleeven

of

at the

temperature 0·1' the electric arc. but volatilizes.
extremities

of the electrodes

boron oarbid.,

inasmuch

and by s1lica.

reduoing

agent than carbon or

as it 1s exidized by carbonic

Itcombin.es

ith bromine at 700

but not w1th 1odine. and forms compounds
metals

on heating.

oxide

e.,

with many

among \h1ch are Silver, nickel,

and

while on fu,slng w1 th oast ...
lron in a current

plat1nwn,

of hydrogen
cast-1ron,
steel.

lnto

While if heated to 700 C. 1n air 1t burns.

It is a more powerful
silicon,

be1ng converted

the

it replaoes

the carbon giving a white, hard

and if fused ~lth reduced

iron produces

It 1s Bot.d on by the oxy-aelds,

is ox1dized

by water vapp:c. and oombines w1.th nitrogen
peratures.

It is a non-conductor

wbell freshly prepared
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at hieh tem-

of electricity.

and not strongly

brown

nd

19nited is slight-

I

i

ly soluble in watery

being precipitated

imparting

unohanged

to it a ye,llow color and

from its aqueous solution

~

on the addition

of ac1ds or salts.

Aft.ar all purlflcationtreatments
boron remaining

weighed

liminary analysisot
spec taon, 1ndi9e.ted

of 95 per cea t ,
A turtheranalys1s

had been done the

approx1me.tely 4.5 grams.

the boron. by spectro-graphic

A prein-

the boron oO.ntent was in excess

that

'rlle spectrogram

1s shown in Fig. 2.

by the Gooch Method gave the boron

eontent as 96.8 per oent.

The ohief impurity

nesium and this could be removed

as mag-

only by further fusions

with borax fo11owed by treatment with hydrochloric
However,

as the loss of boron is relatively

each purification

acid.

large tor

,treatment. no further purifying

as

<lone.
I found.th~t
Fixation

the Distillation

as Ethyl Borate and

of Lime Method was very good

high grade boron material.

hen. orking with

This excellent method orig-

inally worked out by F. A. Gooch, and later modified
by Gooch and Jones, depends upon the fact that the borates
of alka~1ne

earths and alkalies give up their boron

1n the form of the volnt11e ethyl borate,
distilled with absolute

ethyl alcohol

hen they are

(acetone free).

The ethyl borate passed over lime .in presence of

-31-

ater

Fig. 2
Spectrogram ot Boron Produced.
Showing C~ar~cter1st1c. Spectrum
Lines ot the Impur1ties.
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is completely

saponified,. the liberated

boric acid con-

bining with t.he lime to form calcium borate
be dried. ignited, and welghed,
weight of' the lime represents
The procedure

the B20 in the sample.
3

1s as follows.

to a dry El:'lenmeyer

reoeiving

tl'he crucible

fla.sk.

for later use.

or alkaline

boron

is scarcely

attacked

solu.tions; the amorphous

in coneen.tra.ted nitric

Both forms fused with potassium
ed to a potassium

acid.

and sulphuric

hydroxide

The solution

solution.
again b

acids.

are convert ...

meta borate.

and neutralized

the addition

by acids

form, ho ever, 1s

0.1 grams of boron was then fused
hydroxide.

in

was heated and weighed is set aside in

CrystallIne

soluble

oxide is ignited

ovel" a blast lamp and then transferred

to constant weight

a desiccator

whicb may

The increase of the

A one gram samp~e of pure calcium

which the lime

J

ith potassium

with dilute hydrochloric

is then made slightly alkaline

by

of a few drops of dilute sodium hydroxide

The solution

is then made slightly acid

adding a small amount of aoetic acid.

The slightly acid solution was then transferred
to the pipette-shaped

retort, by means of the attached

funnel, washing out the beaker and funnel

ith three

2 to 30e. portions of water.

The stopcock of the fun-

nel 1s olosed, Bnd the ap~arBtus
shown in Fig.:3.

The paraffine

Is conneoted up as
bath,

'Ii

hich is never

heated over 140 C. i8 plaoed in position
in the retort distilled

and the liquid

into the receiver conta1ning

the known amount of lime.

~hen all the liquid has dis-

tilled over. the paraff1ne

bath is lowered. the retort

is allowed to cool for a few minutes.

10 cc. of ethyl

alcohol added to the residue in the flask and the con~ents sgaln d1stilled' by replacing

the paraffine

bath,

The process is r-epeated tllree times with ethyl alcohol ..
The contenta of the flask which are now alkaline,
made distinotly

aoid by addltlo11 of a.cetic acid, and

three more distillations

made with 50 oc, portions of

ethyl aloohol as bef.or.e. The paraffine
removed,

a);"E!

the reoeiving

bath is now

flask is stoppered,

the contents

thoroughly m1xed by shaking, and set aside for an hour
or more tor oomplete saponifioation

of the ethyl borate.

The contents are now poured into a large dish and evaporated on a ,ster bath at a temperature
ing point of the alcohol.
if the alcohol boils.

belo

Loss of boric acid

The adhering

the boilill occur

lime in the receiving

flask is dissolved by ~etting its entire surface

lth

a few drops of dilute nitrio aold (the 1'1 sk being inclined and revolved

to flow the 801d over its sides).
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:rig. 3
Distillation

Apparat.us

Used For Boron Determ1natlon
A-

Funnel

B- Retort

C- Para.ffine Bath
D- Condenser
E".. Rf)celv1ng Flask
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The contents are then transferred
11ttle water and the evaporation

to the dish with a
repeated.

No loss

of boric acid will take place at this stage. the alcohol having been removed during the f1rst evaporation.

The residue 1s then gently heated to destroy

any oalcium acetate that may have formed, the oooled
bor-ate and lime are taken up wi th a li ttle water and
transferred

to the orucible in whioh the lime

ed and weighed.

The material

as heat-

ol1nging to the dish is

dissolved with a l1ttle nitric acid, and washed into
the crucible.
evaporated

The contents of the orucible are then

to dryness on the water bath, then heated

very gently over a flame (the crucible being covered)
and finally more strongly.

The heat1ng 1s continued

until a constant weight was obtained.
weight of the lime represents
the sample.

The increase in

the amount of B203 in
The results from this determination show-

ed the boron to be 96,8 per cent pure.
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The nickel used for the alloys was commercially
pure nickel from the Denver Fire Clay Co.
The alloys were prepared
furnaoe.

This furnace

Electrothermic

is manufactured

induction

by the Ajax

Corp. It has a 1/8 pound capacity,

uses 3 kilowatts

at 50.000 cycles.

made of zirconium. silicate
Bulation..

in a careless

The maximum

The theoretical

Thecruo1ble

surrounded

and

is

by a si11ca in-

temperature. attainable

is 2500 C.

amounts of the two materials,

need-

ed to make a ODe per cent boron alloy, were weighed out
and placed in the furnace crucible.

A small amount

of

nickel was put in the bottom,

:then the boron, and over

this was placed the remain1ng

niokel.

of nickel 1s 1452
a small amoun

t

e.t

The melting

but this is raised some hat

of boron is pr-ssent,

point
h.en

The furnace tem-

perature was kept very close to 1500 C •• and this proved
satisfactory

for all melts.

made, the ziroonium
the bottom.
Because

cible

A seoond orucible

material.

ere

corroded at

lasted for two melts.

the alloys contained

some

For the next melts an alundum cru-

as used, and after two melts it showed no visible

signs of corrosion.
only

crucible was completely

of this corrosion

insoluble

After three alloys

iSS

to prevent

It seemed quite apparent
corrosion
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of the zirconium

that the
crUCible

wa.s to pour the melt just as soon as it became molteD.
The spec1mens as cast were rather small, measuring

about

8 em. in length. 1.5 em. wide, and 0.4 em. in thickness.
The alloys were analyzed

for nickel, boron, and insoluble.

The nickel content was determined
with d1methylglyoxlme.

by precipitation

Th1s method has been demonstrat ...

ed by O. Brunck to be the most accurate and expeditious
procedure

By this method one part

known for nickel.

of nickel may be detected when mixed with 5000 parts
of cobalt or one part of nt-ckel may be deteced
4,000,000

in

parts of ?;ater. The nickel preCipitate

this reagent

1s almost completely

insoluble

with

in \later

and is only very slightly soluble in acetic aCid, but
is easily decomposed

by strongly

that the prec1pitation
of nickel chloride,

dissociated

1s incomplete

sulph~te.

sium or ammonium hydroxides

1n neutral solutions

or n~trate.

the free aoid form.ed is neutralized

aCids, so

If, ho ever,

itb sodium, potas-

or by addition of the ace-

tate salts of these bases, nickel w111 be completely
preCipitated,

not even a trace being found in the fil-

trate.
Procedure.

ouch an amount of the sample should

be taken

60

that the nickel be not over 0.1 gram, as

glyoxlme

of niqkel 1s very voluminous

amount would be diffioult

to f1lter.
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and a larger

·

The weighed sam:ple (0.1 gram) of the a.lloy was
first treate
and 20

with a minimum quantity of nitric acid

of l:l sulphuric aoid.

00_

then evaporated

to fumsa of

The solution was

sulphur triox1de.

The

fum1ng was allowed to coat tnue f·or ten minutes.

If

any insoluble remained 1t was filtered off.
One. ·or two grams of tartaric acid are added to
prevent precipitation
"

ot the hydroxides of iron. alu...

m1num and chromium by ammonium hydroxide

( this treat-

ment may be omi.tt'edif the·se are absent. however, some
may be present as a result of the filing or sawing when
obtaining

the sample).

Ammonium hydroxide

until the solution 1s slightly alkaline.
itate formst

If a precip-

ammonium chloride 1s added to clear the

solution, followed by ammonf um hydroxide
the acid.

is now added

to neutralize

The solution should remain olear after this

treatment, otherwise the ammonium chloride 1s added in
solution or as salt until the solution of the sample
will remaIn clear.

It is then heated to nearly boil-

ing and the alcoholic solut10nof

dimethylglyoxime

ed until the reagent is approximately

seven times, by

weight, the weight of the nickel present.
80 co. of the dimethylgloxime
hydroxide

add ...

I found that

wa.s sufficient.

Ammonium

1s now added until the solution has a distinct
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odor of this reagent.

The precipitation

red nickel is hastened by stirring.

of the scarlet

It is advisable

to place the mixture on the steam bath for fifteen to
twenty minutes

to allo~ the reaotion to go to completion

before filtering.

The precipitate

1s filtered off in

a Gooch crucible.

The precip1tate

1s dried for about

two hours at 110 to 120 C~ and weighed as Cafi14N404N1
which contains20~32

per cent nickel.

the preoipitate multiplied

The

eight of

by 0.2032 equals the

eight

of n1ckelit
Atter some preliminary

tests the Gooch method of

analyzing for boron was found to be some what unsatisfactory when working with material containing
amounts of boron.

small

I found that the t1tration of the

bor1c acid in the presence of glycerol was very acourate method for analyzing alloys oontaining

small

amounts of boron.
This method takes advantage

of the fact that borio

aoid reacts neutral to methyl orange, but 1s aoid to
phenolphthalein.

and may be quantitatively

titrated 1n

the presenoe of glycerol, which prevents

t

atlon of sodium borate.

glycerol 1s

If insufficient

e hydroliz-

present the color change takes place too soon, the color
fading upon adding more of these SUbstances.
po1nt 1s reached

The end

hen the further add1tion of these
-40-

reagents produoes no fading of the color.
procedure;

tbe alkali 1s neutralized

of methyl er-ange, and the liberated

In the

in the presenoe
boric acid is n.ow

t1tra.ted.
A 0.1 gram sample of the alloy was weighed out.
It was then dissolved

in cold aqua regia, the insoluble

filtered off and the filtrate brought up to 100 cc.
Methyl orange indioator 1s added and the solution is
t1.trated

.1th Q.l normal sulphuric. ac i d unt1l the yellow

color is replaced by an orange red.

From this titration

the combined alkali together with any free alkali 1s
calculated,

if free alkali 1s known to be absent the

amount of borax may be calculated.
One cc. N. H S0 • 0.031 gram Na 0, or 0.1911 gram
2
2 4
Na2B407 10 H20 or 0.101 gram Na2B407'
"

The l1berated
caustic.

borio acl~ may now be titrated

This may be acoomp11shedeither

ith

on the above

portion or on a fresh 100 co. portion (free from methyl
orange indicator),
to neutralize

to wh1ch the amount of acid required

the alkali has been added,

Fifty cc. of

neutral glycerol is added, followed by phenolphthalein
indicator.

Normal 1/10 sodium hydroxide

1s added from

a burette until a change of color takes plaoe.

ethyl

orange indioator first beoomes yellOW, and c anges grad-
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ue.lly to an orange red.

In abaence

the chara.cteristic lavender
knli

phenolphthalein

is

of methyl or-ange

or purp11.sh pink of al-

obtained

ii

.'

~ore glycerol

now added and if the color fades the titration
tlnued until

the a.dd.itlon of these reagents

a fadlngot

produces

is
is oon-

no Longer

the end polnt, from thl.s t1tration

the boric acld content

1s eaLeu Le t ed and the equl valent

amount of boz-on,
Following
Nlckel-

B:re the r'6sults of the analysis;

95 ..~.5 per cent. 13bron- 1.10 percent

and

3.55 per cant of It1s'Uluble. The large amount of insoluble pl'esent 1s due to the corrosion
The hardness

of th1.s alloy in the cast

<OT

89 on the RO~"'C

of the orucible.
condi tion 'as

us1na a 30 kilogram

figure may be compered

to the hardness

load.

This

of the pure

nickel casting which was 81.
For convenienoe
figures.
Ro

throughout

unless other iss stated.

JOT

-C-us1ng a 30 kilogram

this discussion
\'1111refer

stated nbove that the alloy was relatively

In preparing
impossible

the s

to the

load.

It 1s quite obv1ous from the hardness

was very difficult

hardness

figures
hard.

It

either to file or saw the casting.
pIe for analysiS

to keep from oontaminating
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it res, therefore,
1t

ith particlos

from the file.

This factor had to be considered

a determination

of the ,iron eon teat was made"

basis of this the pereentages

and
On the

of nickel. boron, and

insoluble wel"e recalculated.
From each casting

(Niokel and Alloy) a small spe-

cimen was cut, brlquetted
examlnat.1on.

end prepared for microscopic

Fhotomicrographs

in the "as cast" condition.
and Fig. 5"

were taken of each while
These are shown in Fig. 4

The very great difference

in structure

between

the nickel casting and the alloy is quite ap-

parent.

"hen the two specimens were first examined.

t 0 or three days after

dendritic

structure.

casting, both had very prominent

The structures

were so much alike

that 1t was almost impose! ble t.o distinguish
the two under a microscope
Unfortunately,

speoimens

at 100 diameters.

the photomiorographs

until five weeks after

were not made

During this period the

casting.

were given no treatment

in oomparing

between

of any k1nd.

the two photomiorographs,

But,

it is noted that

the dendrl tea of the 8.110y have become very small.
tact ,they

In

are so sm.all that they ca.nnot be seen under

a 100 diameter magnifioation.
ed is unknot;m, altbough.

Why this obange has occur ..

it may be due to some form of

diffusion.

...43-

Fig. 4
Nickel casting unannealed

200

etched with flct solution
Note large dendrites

-44-

" ,

F1g. 5
Alloy unannealed

200X

etched with tlat solution
Note d1tf'usion of' dendrites
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In order to investigate this phenomenon further,
I made another alloy of approximately

the srune COIll-

position as the first; photomicrographs

were token im-

mediately after c sting, two weeks after castinr and
finally four weeks after casting.

These photographs

are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8.

Jere also, there

is an apparent diffusion of the dendrites, and still
no ade,uate explanation.
Because of the fundamental selective nature of
the freezing procedure of solid solutions, an

be-

cause ~iffuslon ordinarily does not keop pace lith
crystallization

during solidification,

cast solid-

solution alloys are TIloreor less chomically heteroeeneous.

Thus is the oricin of the for

of segregation

found in such alloys known as dendritic secregation.
It is obviously an unstable condition, yet often one
that is peculiarly persistent.
treatment dendritically

But, by suitable heat-

segregated alloys can be homo-

Beneized and granulated, and their heteroeeneous rocrodendri tes replaced by chemically uniform f,.icrogrt ns ,
Temperature and time are the two ext rna I factors
principally involved 1n the homogeneizinc

anneal.

hieher the ta perature, the shorter ~ill be
nece ssar-y,

I found in ar,nealin{~,
my

-46-

t

e time

lloy and nickel

he

Fig. 6
Alloy immed1ately
atter casting
200X

etched with flat solution
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Fig. 7
Alloy two weeks
after ca.st1ng
200X

etched wlth flat solution
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Fig. 8

Alloy tour weeks
after cast1ng
250X

etched with flat solution
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ca.stings that a high temperature
was necessary
perature

and long time anneal

to pr®duceoomplete

homogenity.

The tem-

of the furnace. was raised to 880 C. and the
During this pez-t od

oastings were let"t tor 36 hours,
the temperature

went up very slowly and Vias 900 C. at

the end of the trea.tment,1t;A ohromel.alumel t hermccouple was used to measure

the temperature.

At the

end of 30 hours the furnaoe was turned off and the two

spec1mens were allowed to cool very slowly.
were oompletely

'hen they

cooled, pnot·omlorographs were made.

These are shown 1n Figures 9, and 10. The hardness

was 82.

of the alloy a.fter this treatment

The alloy was then given a further annea11ng
ment, but this time was quenched at the annealing
.,'

perature.

The hardness now measured

treat~
tem-

71.

The fact that the alloy was barder on being furnace
cooled than when quenohed,
of the existence

brings about the possibility

of a superlattice.

mand further explanation.

The distribution

foreign atoms 1n the host lattioe
In rare cnses solutions

This term may deof the

is usually random.

that have a random distribution

of atoms at high temperatu.re under go an atomic rearrangement

at lower temperatures,

take up definite

and period1c

and the foreign atoms

positions

-50-

on the host

Fig. g.

Alloy furnace oooled
NOlte

vls1 ble gralns of segregated

oompound-due to the long ooollng perlod
lOOX
etched wlth flat solution

Fig •.10

Niokel furnace cooled
lOOX
etched with flat solution
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lattioes.

Sucb definite

positions

own sets of X.ray interference
stru.cture~ or superlattiee"

give rise to their

lines.

This periodic

was named by the Germans

.Uberstruktur.,
The formation

of

by definite changes

6.

superlattice

in mechanical

erties of the alloYf

is often accompanied

andelectrieal

The electrical

conductivity

propfre-

quently rises to a. maximum •. Rather than regard these
superlattices

as det1n1tecompounds,

it 1s more correot

merely to regard them as involving

an atomic rearrange-

ment that enables the atoms to tit together with a lower energy content and hence a greater stability.
oopper-gold

The

system is a good example of an alloy system

showing superla.tticea.
'~ ,

In the following

pages the results of the harden-

ing tests on the alloy for different
temperatures

are tabulated.

aging times and

The hardness measurements

are plotted for each aging temperature

vs. ag1ng time.

·"

REPORT OF RESULTS.

Alloy l,.l~ Boron

Quenched

from 880C.

afte:r 1& hour

solut.ioll heat treatment
Reheated Qt, 300 C.

Time of beating

Hardnes,s
Rockwell 50-T

(hours)

'11
72

As quenched

2
3

73

4
:6

74

8

'16

7S

10

7'1.5
78.5

12
14
16
Reheated

7'6 ..5

78.5

at 500

C.

T1me ot heat1ng (hours}
71

As quenched
1

72.5

74.5

2
:3

77

4
6
8

79.5
82.5
83.5

9

83._5

10

83.5
83.5
83.5
83.5

11

12
14

-5~-

Reheated

at 600 C.
Hardness

Rockwell

Time of heating (hours)

30-'1'

"11

As quenched

77
80

1
2
:3

81.5
84
84.5
84 ..
5

4

e

8
9

84.5
84.5:

10
12
14

84.5
84.5

Reheated at 'lOOO.
Time

ot beating

(hour.s)

71

As quenched

79

1
2

82.5

s

83.5

4
5

85

84.5

6,

85.2

8

85.5
85.5

10
12

85.,5

Reheat,ed at 800 C.,

'lime of heating

(hours)
71

As qu-enched

80.5

1
2
5

84

85
85.5
85.5
85.5
85.5

4

5
6
8

85.5
85.5

10

12
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DIscnSSION
Although
nlngor

therQ was noind1cation

the research

at the begin .....

that a nlcke.l..boron alloy would

,age-harden, tbe results have proved that th1s alloy
,

1s age..he.rdenabl~h
aging,

The maximumhardness, obtained

however, did not (jompare to the hardness

the as cast copdl tion.

in

St1l1, one import,ant characterthat

lat10 of the alloy waD ascertained,
apparent

by

1s, its

resistance to over ..aging.

The fact tl'H~t tlte allOy was harder when anneal ...

ed and then tu:rnacecooled
water, Ind10ated

than 'Ilbenquenched in cold
ot the axis enee ot

the possibility

a "super-lattice".
The relatively

large amount of insoluble

tbe alloy might have been avoided
the z1reonl,um silicate
became molten,
crucible

from

(l·i"uclble as soon as the melt

however, I feel

1s superior

by pour1ng

in

that

the alundUlJl

to the Zirconium

silicate under

s1 11arcond1t1011S.
Further

experiments

in the extraction

of boren

sho ed tlUlt boriC acid was .more satisfactory
moving

the residual

than borax •

magnesium

'1' he loss

and magnesium

of boron when purifying

for re ...
compounds
with

boric acid is less and the process 1s much easier to
perform.
If further investieatioll should be carried on
wlth this problem., I would suggest making larger
castings.

Also, the aging treatment mi€;;ht'better be

carried. out in a reducing atmosphere.
last part of the aging treatment.
there w s a noticeable

During the

at 700 C. and 800 C.,

runount of oxidation

of the

specimen.
The original Gooch method for determination

of

boron called for the use of methyl alcohol, but as
this ras unavailable

ethyl· alcohol

qui te satisf .ctory.

l!'roIn
personal experience

\HiS

us d and proved
i th

this method, I would say that the results obtained
would

ore likoly

duced probably

be low than high.

'rhe boron pro-

is pUTer thun the 96.8 per cent as

shown from the analysis.
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CONCLUSI NS

1.

The alloy investigated was definitely agehardenable, 1ndic~tlng the possibility

or

a

series of age-hardenable alloys in the N1ckelBoron system.

2.

The best ag1ng time for this alloy 1s a rour
bour treatment

f.\.'t

a temperature of up rox1-

ma.tely 800 C.

3.

The existence

at a '~super"'la.tt1cen

ed.
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In writing the, th$ol"etl'oal sections o:t the thesis
the above ment;lone4.
ed.

The objeet

references

have boen w:ldely rep~oduQ.
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-
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,.-

as poss! bi. on the subject, eo that th,e thesis Qould be

used 1ndividually

68

a complete uni.t.
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